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Dear Supporters, 

More than 10,000 children birth is witnessed in the country with thalassemia and other blood disorders and that is 

increasing every year. Every month by the support of kind people like you and volunteers, we are providing free units 

of blood to needy ones. Also the year 2017-18 was such a successful and transforming step, around two hundred 

children were able to attend school under the efforts of project “Back to School”. Many relief camps to fight disaster 

and natural calamities are established like “Aanchal” Token of care, under this project our aim is to provide blankets 

to maximum people living in miserable conditions (at redlight areas, slums, even on roads). Warmness of blankets save 

those unnoticed lives living outside in deadly cold.  An initiative towards feeding everyone by the Causeless Happiness 

team is taken to organize “Annapurna”, a food camp, in which distribution of flour and other foods items takes place. 

Our mission is very clear to keep it simple yet impactful for transforming the lives of individuals, by joining a hand to a 

fellow kind person whose other hand belongs to other kind fellow person and the chain continues in favor of the 

development and growth of the country itself. 

To all the Causeless happiness family members and to all who are going to join the movement with us to help, care 

and support our fellow people,  

We respect every single effort of yours for the betterment of children and needy ones. We believe unity empowers the 

nation, and thanks to you for making this vision possible every day every min and every second.. 

With best regards  

 
Chief Functionery  Chairman 

  
  
Mr. Dheeraj Singh Kharayat Mr. Rishabh Singh 
                                        
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of the 

Causeless Happiness 

Organisation is to 

facilitate better quality of 

life in all its realms 

through community 

mobilization, 

participatory governance 

based on sustainable 

natural resource 

management. Thus 

community participation, 

education, protection and 

promotion of 

environment and social 

capital are central to the 

activity of the 

organisation 

VOLUNTEER FUNDRAISING PROGRAMING 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Causeless Happiness Organisation interacts with different medical specialty departments of various hospitals on 

regular basis to track down updates on underprivileged children who needs emergency medical treatment. We also 

endorse an appeal from patients’ families and other families of underprivileged patients and NGO’s for Emergency 

Medical Support. 

 

MEDICAL SUPPORT 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Patients suffering from disease like cancer takes 

months and even years to recover, during this 

treatment phase many of them are unable to attend 

schools. Due to this period of absence from schools 

and lack of motivation or financial backing, many of 

them dropout... 

FREE AMBULANCE SERVICES 

We are providing emergency Ambulance Services free 

of cost to the people of Uttrakhand. These include 

accident and trauma victims of sexual assault and 

transportation facilities to pregnant women for 

delivery and post-delivery.  

Also, under the “Home to Hospital” scheme, people 

can avail the free ambulance service under the 

following situations: 

1. Injuries of chest, abdomen, pelvis or  spine 

2. Head injuries 

3. Crush injuries  

4. Severe allergy 

5.Drowsiness or unconsciousness 

6.Breathing Problem 

7. Severe chest and abdomen pain 

8. Deep cuts and bleeding 

9.Any burn caused by electric shock or lighting 

10. Any other life threatening or medical emergencies 

11.Inter-hospital transfers etc. 

 



 

EDUCATION SUPPORT 

“A single contribution can make the difference” 

 

  

Causeless Happiness Organisation is spreading the wings of education not only to children but for some underpriviledged 
people also who had to drop their studies and do work for the sake of their families’ survival. 

We’ve  reached to 200+ children living in slums through our educational centres.We have taken up the responsibility of 

providing education to the needy in whichever way we can. Helping the deprived to get the best education possible with 

mission like “Back to School”, “Sakshar Bharat” which includes various skill development programmes like English 

speaking classes, Computer Education etc. Spreading awareness among the masses regarding the importance of 

education to children and by motivating these children that education can help them in breaking the chain of illiteracy. By 

getting involved in our causes, one can also contribute in strengthening our education system and thus helping in nation 

building by unification among masses and one day make our country proud on an international stage 



 

 

 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are providing education to rural 

and slum children which remains the 

major focus in our projects. We 

support these kids and their schools 

by providing what and where they 

lack, like Computer skills, English 

speaking skills, Educational books for 

the library, clothes and uniforms, 

School bags, Desks and Benches, Kits 

required for learning/writing and 

several other items. We derive 

inspiration and satisfaction from 

seeing the immense joy and 

happiness on the faces of the children 

and gratitude on the faces of the 

teaching and management staff. 

35 Villages Reached 

12000 School Kits distributed 



 

 

 

Performing the normative gender roles defined by the society is one of the key hurdles in women’s education in India. While 

female feticide and infanticide may have reduced, daughters face discrimination in availing the facilities that facilitate a better 

life. If they reach school as kids, adolescent females are the first to drop out. According to statistics, around 63.5 percent 

female students quit school during adolescence. Aim of the organisation under this project is to support rural as well as urban 

girls’ education. Under project “Beti Bachao Padha Hum Denge”, organisation has contributed financial aid for girl’s tuition. 

This project is born to help educate girls of very poor family, who wants to study not only for their identity but the betterment 

of society as well. 

 



 

EVENTS 

 

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION 
Independence Day celebration with rural and 

urban children, the event included Chocolate 

Distribution, Drawing Competition, Prize 

Distribution and Flag distribution followed by 

sweets distribution. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION  

It’s the time when the dear members (donors) of the 

organisation donates their birthday for the children. 

We celebrate birthdays and with cancer patients and 

nearly200+ school kits distributed to the rural 

children. 

 

DRAWING COMPETITION 

 

Timely competitions are organised to improve skills 

of children in art besides theoretical and applied 

education.  

 

 



 

CAMPAIGNING 

 

 

 

 

  

“ZINDAGI KA RANG LAL” 

Blood Donation Camps 

India needs 90 lakhs of blood units every year and only 50 

lakhs of blood units available, it’s an alarming shortage of 

40 lakhs of blood units. The mission of the Causeless 

Happiness Organisation behind organising Blood Donation 

Camp is to inspire, encourage and initiate at all times all 

forms of humanitarian activities so that human suffering 

can be minimized, we are organizing blood donation 

camps monthly so people can get relief. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

One of Causeless Happiness Organisations’ key campaigns is aimed towards providing daily nutritious & hygienic nutritious 
meals to poor underprivileged children across India. Causeless Happiness Organisation aim for this campaign is "No child 
should be left hungry in India”. In a country where the rich-poor divide is stark and while millions splurge on good food, we find 
it unacceptable that even bigger millions of children have to go to bed hungry without any means for food or nutrition. 

We are passionate in our dedication to the cause of feeding under-privileged children across India. Towards this, we have 
ensured a high quality food supply chain and an uncontaminated route by which fresh, hot meals are supplied monthly in 
controlled gatherings.  

 

“ANNAPURNA” 

FOOD DISTRIBUTION 

CAMP 

 



 

 

 

 

. “AANCHAL” 
The Token Of Care 

 

Poverty is not a fate, it is a condition; it is not a misfortune, it is an injustice 
Causeless happiness organisation focus is these needless-with a large scale civic participation it is not only becoming a big 

people’s movement for progress but is also creating a parallel economy where every work doesn’t have to wait for money; 

huge quantities of old reusable material becomes a valuable resource. We are looking forward to a parallel economy which is 

not CASH based but that is trash based 

Collection Camp is an integral part of our work over the years… It’s where we connected with the masses, spread awareness 

about rural challenges and generate material for development 

 



 

  

 

  

Project Swacch Bharat 
In developing countries like India the worst pollution is accumulating with growing population. Under Swacch Bharat 

project, our main aim is to clean India, meanwhile campaigning for cleanliness, volunteer teams so made, local people were 

asked for joining the movement starting from own region then to other. Through this project organization placed dustbins 

in the areas where garbage is thrown out or around the streets.  

 

 



 

 

  

PROJECT RELIEF 

Cities like Uttrakhand, Kerala, Orissa, Maharashtra and Bihar are disaster prone regions. We try our best efforts to provide relief kits to such places effected 

by natural calamities through our relief campaigns.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MENSTRUAL HYGIENE 
An open talk 

The main objective of these camps is to enlightening and informing the masses of the respective cause and campaign, which 

includes giving proper knowledge about diseases.These camps are being organisedfor people living in slum areas, school going 

girls and women in rural area. The fact behind these camps is to spread consciousness among people so they can use preventive 

methods to avoid diseases and be safe and healthy.  

 



 

SPORTS 

Organising sports meet, providing training and sports essential to the children.  Various sports like Badminton, Hockey, Wheel chair 
Cricket and Taekwando are promoted by Causeless Happiness Organisation. 

… 

 

. 

 

  



 

Pond Cleaning - 150 Activities Harvesting- 25 Activiteies 

Aqueduct Making- 11 Activities Other - 5 Activities 

2019 
•CHENNAI ALMOST RUNS OUT OF 

WATER  

2020 

•21 CITIES INCLUDING BENGALURU, 
DELHI, HYDERABAD TO RUN OUT 
OF GROUNDWATER 

2030 
•40% OF INDIANS WILL HAVE NO 

ACCESS TO DRINKING WATER 

2040 
•THERE WILL BE NO DRINKING 

WATER IN ALOST ALL OF INDIA 

 
 
 
A TIMELINE FORECAST OF  CRISIS IN INDIA 

 

 

  

WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
 

“Once you carry your own water 
You’ll understand the value of every drop” 

Collection of rainwater for later use and recharged into the 

ground water again. Rain is primary water source then lakes, 

ground water and rivers are the secondary water source. It is 

water harvesting, which means we recognize the rain’ value 

and try to use the rain water, where it falls. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ENVIRONMENT 
Project includes plantation 
of trees in some areas of 

the country where 
involvement of volunteers 
and specialist team played 

an important role 

Trees boost wildlife 
TREES STRENGTHEN 

THE COMMUNITY 

TREES GROW THE 

ECONOMY 

TREES PROTECT THE 

FUTURE 



 

 

  

Rural Area Development 

 
Developing rural areas by construction of infrastructure such as Roads and dams in hilly areas. 
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BURN INJURY 

FREE AMBULANCE 
SERVICES(FOR 

PREGNANT LADIES) 

EMERGENCY MEDICAL 
SUPPORT 

 

EDUCATION SUPPORT 

FREE COMPUTER 
CLASSES 

ENGLISH SPOKEN 
CLASSES 

EDUCATION FOR 
GIRLS 

SPORTS 
EDUCATION 

SELF DEFENCE 
TRAINING 

FUNDS 

 

When CHO get fund how it works? 
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